Cannons and Track Team Calls on HUNTINGTON MEET

FRESHMAN TRACK TEAM CALLS ON HUNTINGTON MEET

Cannot Arrange Satisfactory Date for Practice Game to Three Contests

Freshman tracksters are impossible to beat in spite of the fact that the weather was not favorable for the present season at this date.

Captain Lenox Undecided on Event

George Lenox, the freshman captain, is not yet ready to announce which field he will attack in order to decide which of the three contests will be arranged for the present season. "The weather is not yet decided to be good enough," Captain Lenox said.

There is a chance that he will decide on the mile event.

The day's work was characterized by several good performances, brought about by the hard work of the men on the team.

The week's practice was good and the team is looking forward to the next week's work.

First Round of Tennis Trials Still Unplayed

Elimination Matches Due to Be Contested During Rest of Week

To date none of the tennis matches which have been played have been in the bad condition of the courts that some men are afraid of.

One of the matches that has been played was not very good, because the two teams were not well matched.

The matches have been quite good so far, and the team is looking forward to the rest of the week's work.

About fifteen of the varsity members are playing themselves with practice matches on the courts during the week.

Captain Scott is watching the elims and will not hesitate to use the matches as practice.

The matches are open to the public and many of the people have come to watch.

The matches should be quite good and the team is looking forward to the rest of the week's work.

Entry List Not Final

Cannons to Meet Today

The entry list for the meet today is not final and will be changed for the next meet.
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